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Summer Reading
- Off the Beaten Track Bittersweet
by Miranda
Beverly-Whittemore
“BeverlyWhittemore captures both the idyllic beauty of a Vermont summer and its dark shadows.” — Library Journal
Descent by Tim Johnston “In Johnston’s sorrowful and suspenseful first adult novel, a family is forced to face its worst nightmare when one of its members goes missing.” — Publishers Weekly
The Last Summer of the Camperdowns by Elizabeth Kelly
“The plot unfolds like the Cape Cod season itself… beginning
lazily, languidly, before heating up and morphing into a fastpaced thriller.” — O Magazine
Lost Lake by Sarah Addison Allen “Readers will want to release their cares and woes for full immersion in this novel's magical setting.” — Library Journal
Magpie Murders by Anthony Horowitz “With its elegant yet
playful plotting, Magpie Murders is the thinking mystery fan’s ideal summer thriller.” – Time Magazine
The Past by Tessa Hadley “A novel so evocative of summer
and adolescence that to read it is to reexperience the deep languor and longing of those days… “ — O Magazine
Summer Reading by Hilma Wolitzer “In this intricate tale of love,
loss, and redemption, Wolitzer tells the story of three women whose
paths cross during a summer in the Hamptons.” – Booklist
Summerlong by Dean Bakopoulos “A couple in a crumbling
marriage find themselves entwined with two lost 20-somethings
during a hot, sticky Iowan summer... “ — Esquire
Those Girls by Chevy Stevens “If you are looking for a riveting
mix of survival, redemption and sheer terror, Those Girls is not to
be missed.” — Bookreporter
Wicked Pleasures by Penny Vincenzi “Vincenzi does it again
with another captivating and entertaining family saga that combines power, riches, lies, and greed.” — Library Journal

